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Abstract
The stereotype student model classifies students into groups according
to their frequent characteristics [7]. Although the approach of stereotyp-
ing has matured and many interesting possibilities have been explored, a
number of problems with this model have remained unsolved.
The difficulties lie in implementing a particular stereotype model. The
most apparent and widely used approach is having system designers build
the stereotypes for a particular learning environment, an error-prone and
time-consuming task [17][33]. Moreover, such an approach does not pro-
duce an ontology or abstract data structure which can subsequently be
used for other learning environments.
To tackle these interconnected problems, this paper presents a software
design containing two critical components. Firstly, we use the ‘Decision
Tree Regression’ machine-learning algorithm to automate creating and
updating stereotypes. We use this algorithm because its output resembles
stereotypes and contains all necessary data to describe them. Secondly,
our design structures the data flow from a learning environment to our
algorithm. In this paper, the learning environment is the ‘BattleQuiz’
game platform with content about construction safety.
Our algorithm outputs semantically meaningful stereotypes, which we
send to a dashboard. The dashboard and the information it contains is
evaluated by educational psychologists.
By using a rather basic learning environment, we have limited the
complexity and expressiveness of our data and subsequently of our stereo-
types. Applying our design to a richer learning environment would be an
interesting continuation of research on the approach introduced in this
paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
With the rise of technology-enhanced education, in particular when software-
based, increasingly large and diverse groups of students are interacting with
shared learning materials. These interactions usually take place in online en-
vironments such as ‘Massive Open Online Courses’ [1]. Within these learning
environments, the capacity of teachers for tutoring and assessment is limited
compared to the traditional classroom setup. Consequently, intensive support
and feedback to increase students’ learning effectiveness is of limited availabil-
ity. On the other hand, these online learning environments can be augmented
with techniques that automatically keep track of students’ characteristics and
interactions with the software. This opens up new possibilities for (automated)
feedback to students and teachers, instructors and trainers [10]. Personal learn-
ing styles, goals and indications of progress can be identified or predicted. When
monitoring on an individual level, these approaches are called ‘Student Models’.
When collecting and interpreting aggregated data from large groups of students,
we generally encounter the term ‘Learning Analytics’ [7]. Student profiling tech-
niques such as ‘Stereotyping’ [18] overlap both categories.
Student characteristics are characteristics pertaining to an individual student
and may be aggregated for a group of students. Features such as age, motivation
and pre-knowledge may be indicative for an outcome variable such as learning
effectiveness or the possession of certain (related) knowledge. Such predictions
can be useful as feedback to both instructor and student. For example, a teacher
could be assisted in identifying learners who need extra attention, because of
a current low end-grade prediction. Student characteristics can be obtained
through interviews or with forms integrated into an Intelligent Learning Envi-
ronment (ILE). Student interactions with the software can be logged and stored
or exported.
When interaction logs and interviews from learners are stored in a database,
a reservoir of data becomes available. Machine learning, with its ability to
recognize patterns in data, is therefore a natural candidate for learning from
the available student characteristics and interaction data in an ILE. Histori-
cally, machine learning has been mostly used in two important areas of research
in student modeling. Firstly by automatically extending or constructing from
scratch the bug library of student modelers, as in PIXIE [31] and MEDD [29].
Secondly, for building a consistent and insightful student model by induction
from student interaction data such as in DEBUGGY [4] and THEMIS [19] [30].
More recently, machine learning techniques have been combined with the ap-
proach of stereotyping. The main idea of stereotyping is to cluster all possible
users of an adaptive system into different groups according to certain charac-
teristics users within each group typically share [7]. In a previous study, stereo-
typing is used to classify students based on their learning style [5]. Another
study uses stereotyping to classify a new learner based on initial assumptions
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[33]. The student is then compared to students in the same group using the K-
means algorithm to estimate the knowledge the learner already possesses when
entering the ILE.
Although the approach of stereotyping as a student model has matured and
many effective and interesting possibilities have been explored, some difficulties
remain unsolved. In a literature review paper about student modeling in general
[7], the authors note two problems with the approach of stereotyping:
First, in order to use them, the set of system users must be divisible
into classes; however, such classes may not exist. Second, even if it is
possible to identify classes of system users, the system designer must
build the stereotypes; this is a process that is both time-consuming
and error-prone. [17]
Furthermore, [33] focus on the rigidity of manually creating stereotypes:
The stereotype approach is quite inflexible due to the fact that
stereotypes are constructed in a hand-crafted way before real users
have interacted with the system and they are not updated until a
human does so explicitly. [33]
In this paper we want to address these concerns by using machine learning to
discover stereotypes in case they exist. We will explicate how machine learning
enables us to construct and update stereotypes automatically without human
input. On the other hand, we want to address a potential issue with machine
learning as well. Most machine learning models are so-called ‘black-box mod-
els’, meaning that no semantic information can be extracted from the model
[9]. Even when semantic information is preserved or generated, the model’s
operations and output are often non-transparent and non-straightforward to in-
terpret. This is especially true for the average student or instructor who is not
a machine learning expert. We aim to use machine learning in a way that it is
able to generate transparent and meaningful information which can be struc-
tured into stereotypes. Taking both goals into account we now formulate our
research question: how do we design a machine learning based method, which
constructs stereotypes with intuitive and meaningful characterizations?
To enable evaluating the feedback quality of our stereotypes, our research will
include implementing an ‘Analytics Dashboard’ which receives the output from
our machine learning algorithm. This dashboard is accessible by instructors and
should present clear and incisive graphical and textual feedback.
As our research focuses on automating the construction of the structured con-
cept of stereotyping, we consider the application architecture an important fac-
tor. Accordingly, we will discuss the design choices and design results of our
application. Our algorithm does not delineate a certain (determinate) stereo-
type composition, but rather proposes an automation able to create relevant
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stereotypes based upon supplied input, context and predictor. Therefore, we
will specifically look at our software architecture with respect to adaptability,
re-usability and extensibility.
We use the gaming platform ‘BattleQuiz’ to provide an environment for learn-
ing and to answer the above research question. BattleQuiz enables users to
compete against either a programmed bot or peers in multiple-choice quizzes.
As it is a platform, the content is not fixed. Instead it is adapted to the learn-
ing goals of each particular course connected to it. In our case, the content is
‘VCA-bouwveiligheid’, a Dutch course in construction safety. The students par-
ticipating in our research are from two schools offering this course. BattleQuiz
is an additional learning tool, which can be used freely next to the textbook.
In the next section we will discuss work that is related to our research. Next, we
present our algorithm based on the machine learning technique of ‘decision trees’
for generating stereotypes. Then, we will explain our method of evaluation and
discuss our results. We conclude with suggestions for future work and summarize
our approach.
2 Related work
In previous research machine learning is used to effectively predict the knowl-
edge of newly entering students into an ILE consisting of math exercises [33].
Each student is represented by a vector of basic information about their per-
sona and some indication of their knowledge based on a pretest, along with an
indicator for their carefulness in solving exercises. This information determines
which stereotype the student is placed in. Machine learning enters the picture
after this process is completed, by comparing the student using the ‘K-means’
algorithm to his or her neighbours inside the stereotype. The default estima-
tions of the student’s knowledge vector is now replaced by the results of this
comparison. The stereotypes themselves are constructed manually. In a follow-
up paper [34] the research is extended to include updating the initial default
values after a new user has been assigned to a particular stereotype, in order to
better reflect the characteristics of the individual student.
Our work differs in that we use machine learning in order to construct the stereo-
types themselves and update these stereotypes as new data enters the system.
In another approach, each student is represented by a vector of low-level inter-
actions executed within the system (mouse-clicks, latency and eye-tracking) [2].
An entropy-based unsupervised machine learning algorithm is used to cluster
the students, after which these clusters are compared with respect to learning
gain. In case a cluster contains a significant indication for lower or higher learn-
ing gain, it is considered a stereotype, which is used for classifying new users
of the system. If learning gains are unknown, expert evaluation is required to
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interpret the cluster characteristics.
The similarity with our research is the use of machine learning to automatically
construct stereotypes. A key difference is that we desire these stereotypes to be
build upon student characteristics and (basic) learning and gaming behaviour,
instead of low-level interactions such as eye-tracking. An important requirement
in our design is the ability to create stereotypes with semantically meaningful
characterizations, which can be easily represented in our dashboard and subse-
quently interpreted by instructors and/or learners. The (frequency of) low-level
interactions describing the stereotypes carry little meaning as feedback, regard-
less of how well they might perform in classification and prediction.
3 Method
The amount of machine learning techniques and variations are almost innumer-
able. Deciding upon a specific method is far from trivial in most situations. One
of the most fundamental decisions is choosing between a supervised or unsuper-
vised method, or any kind of combination thereof. Unsupervised techniques are
those techniques that do not concern themselves with predictions, but generally
focus on clustering data. As we have mentioned during our discussion of related
research, [2] implement an unsupervised algorithm. After clusters have been
made however, they look at the average predicted grade of each cluster. The
complete approach can be considered supervised, since prediction is an essential
part. Generally speaking, purely unsupervised techniques are not that interest-
ing for learning analytics, since clustering students purely on certain features
does not produce satisfying output for typical educational purposes. Unsuper-
vised techniques have interesting properties suited for dealing with features that
do not (seem to) possess any conceptual significance, such as low-level software
interactions. Since we mostly work with conceptually interpretable input data,
we focus on selecting an appropriate supervised algorithm.
Within the realm of supervised methods we still have a rich variety of options,
but our research goals do give us useful pointers. We choose the Decision Trees
(DT) technique as our core algorithm as it has some very unique properties
which appeal to our requirements.
3.1 Data preprocessing
Decision Trees can handle virtually any kind of input and little data preparation
is needed. The specific benefit this offers with respect to our research is adapt-
ability and extensibility without having to concern ourselves with pre-processing
or rejecting data with every adaptation. Our algorithm should be agnostic to
the nature of the independent and dependent variables it receives. With De-
cision Trees, applying some generic filtering mechanisms guarantees successful
data handling for predominant types of input.
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3.2 Output
The tree model returned by the DT algorithm is easily interpretable. This can’t
be regarded yet as a decisive advantage, since tree depictions are still not viable
representations to be correctly interpreted by laymen. They might be able to
grasp visible aspects on an intuitive level, however these interpretations can be
inaccurate. More importantly however, they do not give an overview of the cre-
ated stereotypes and their members. The standard output being an informative
graphical representation of the constructed model does however precurse our
most important motivation for choosing DT: it is a so-called ‘white box model’.
One can regard machine learning algorithms as existing somewhere within the
spectrum of complete transparency to complete opaqueness. The Decision Tree
algorithm is arguably the most informative and transparent algorithm in cur-
rent machine learning. Although not all serviceable information is immediately
available and correctly structured, bookkeeping of certain algorithmic opera-
tions and structuring of the collected data uncovers the essential information
required for a characterization of our stereotypes, as we explain in our design
section. When a DT algorithm constructs a model it implicitly applies feature
selection [24]. Simply looking at the ‘splits’ of the constructed tree gives us
all features used in the construction of the model. Intuitively, the closer the
splitting of data rows is to the root node, the more weight it has, because a
larger part of the tree is effected. This is a simplification, but again it alludes
to transparency under the hood. Bookkeeping on every feature for every split
it is involved in, does give us an objective measurement of the so-called ‘feature
importances’ within the model.
A more theoretic implication can be stated at this point. We have described how
we as machine learning engineers come up with informed-choice features, but
subsequently leave feature selection to the algorithm, since this is a by-product
of model construction in DT. This completely segregates the two procedures.
Comparing this to machine learning algorithms without implicit feature selec-
tion, it follows that such algorithms leave the task of feature selection (partly) to
the machine learning engineer. A logical consequence is a disappearing demar-
cation of both processes. This theoretical inference has a practical implication,
namely the coalescence of human engineering and machine learning automa-
tion. Indeed, the practice of most machine learning consists of interplay be-
tween model construction by the algorithm and tuning by the engineer. As we
stated explicitly in our research question, our goal is to design a method which
automates the process of constructing stereotypes. In principle, this design goal
is only completely achieved if our algorithm can do all relevant tasks without
the need for human mediation. Following this line of thought one might argue
that since we do deliver the available features for selection, we also encroach
upon the principle of automatically constructing stereotypes’. Automating the
process of ‘finding appropriate input features’ is hard to fathom however and
would be a rather futuristic demand in the spirit of ‘true A.I.’. Instead, our goal
can be specified in more detail: designing a machine learning method capable of
accepting wide variety of possible input data, automating the complete process
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of transforming this input data to stereotypes with intuitive and meaningful
characterizations.
3.3 Prediction performance
A downside of DT is that it is often surpassed by other techniques in terms
of prediction performance. A variety of enhancement techniques are frequently
implemented to improve performance. The purpose of our research explicitly
precludes nearly all these methods. The augmentation of ‘foresting’ illustrates
this clearly. Foresting is based upon the idea of ensembling. It generates a
large amount of trees and merges them together to mitigate the problem of
over-fitting, a notorious shortcoming of single tree models. The constructed
model can be described as a blur of trees, splintering the singular path and
split structure of a single tree. This removes the transparency and semanticity
of a single tree model. As such it is perpendicular to our research objectives.
Following the design criteria extending from these objectives, we concede a
possible reduction on prediction performance to preserve achievability of our
research goals.
4 Design
The lay-out of this section roughly follows the structure of our software design.
First, we describe the data serving as candidate constituents of the stereotypes
which our algorithm will build and update. We then describe the Decision Tree
Regressor (DTR) algorithm in general. Subsequently, we describe in more detail
our application of DTR to automatically generate and update stereotypes. We
also describe our method for processing the information implicitly contained in
the structure of a decision tree, to obtain useful feedback which we present in
the analytics dashboard of our ILE.
4.1 Data
The data we use as input for our machine learning algorithm consists of three
segments. We have mentioned the concept of ‘student characteristics’. A selec-
tion of such characteristics will be used here as well (appendix A). Secondly, we
collect the answers of a pretest from every student (appendix B). Both these
data are generated and collected during our pilots, which we kick-off by intro-
ducing BattleQuiz with the VCA content to the students and teachers. Thirdly,
we log interactions and results in the game.
We select these three segments of data because they span a wide area of learning
related factors recurring in the literature about student modeling and learning
analytics. As we’ve seen in our related work, [33] and [34] use student char-
acteristics (persona details, carefulness) and a pretest as constituents for their
stereotypes. Software interactions are virtually always used. As we’ve noted,
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digital learning environments often lack the availability of (intensive) personal
tutoring by teachers or instructors, however at the same time enable tracking of
interactions with the learning material. An important constraint is what kind
of data is generated within a certain ILE and whether it is useful for a specific
context. Within this constraint there are still many decisions to be made. An
important one for example is the hermeneutic level at which one gathers the
data. As we’ve seen [2] use very low-level features such as eye directions and
mouse-clicks. At the other end of the spectrum are models using features mo-
tivated by cognitive theories such as Human Plausible Reasoning [8], [35].
Before we venture into a more detailed description of the input data of our
algorithm, we want to mention an important particularity about our selection
of input, stemming from our machine learning approach. Our interaction data
input is recurring in a lot of student modeling research. They are often available
in learning environments and seem (possibly) relevant indicators with respect
to learning (performance). Our ‘student characteristics’ features are mainly de-
rived from our survey questions, which in turn are nearly all copied directly
from surveys in other research. We acknowledge that using a subset of these
variables in a different context does not permit us to presuppose the same effect
of these features in our research. It is important to note however, that this is
not our intention.
An important factor for creating a successful supervised machine learning model
is training on useful features. Within this context, usefulness can be defined as
a certain likelihood a feature is able to subdivide data rows with respect to
the dependent variable. It is therefore desirable that informed choices about
the input features are made. On the other hand, it is typically the task of DT
to decide upon which features are indeed useful and what influence they have.
These decisions constitute the model it constructs during training upon the
input data. We can regard each input feature as a mini-hypothesis of which im-
pact and significance within a model is by definition determined by our machine
learning algorithm. Additionally, the intention with which the algorithm is used
excludes the possibility of using certain kinds of input features. Within the con-
text of this particular research, very low-level interactions are excluded for lack
of semantic meaning. On the other hand, complex (combinations of) features
as motivated by certain cognitive theories are also less applicable. We want to
focus on our method of machine learning for creating and updating stereotypes.
Extending our method to more complex and advanced stereotyping is beyond
our current scope. Also, our ‘basic (data) complexity layer’ should be adaptable
and extensible as specified by our accompanying research question. In short, we
can enumerate the constraints on our input features as follows:
1. availability
2. semantic meaning
3. limited complexity
4. usability
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Student characteristics
We visit two ‘MBO’ schools that offer the VCA-bouwveiligheid course to some of
their students. ‘MBO’ means ‘middle-level applied education’ and these schools
are oriented towards vocational training. Students following this course are fol-
lowing a path preparing them for work in construction. The visits are used to
introduce the game. At the end of the introduction, everyone has the applica-
tion installed and is ready to play. We present the survey and pretest directly
before the students start using the application.
We gather the variables ‘age’ and ‘sex’ as information the students provide be-
fore the actual questions survey. The survey itself consists of questions with
answers on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly
disagree’ (except for the question about gaming time per week). Our survey
consists of three parts. The first part is designed to gather data on the type
of student, and is based on [23]. This research investigates motivational beliefs
and self-regulated learning strategies of students, and how these effect academic
performance. An extensive survey was conducted to gather information about
characteristics of students pertaining to these subject matters. One of the out-
comes is that higher levels of intrinsic value and self-efficacy are found to be
associated with higher levels of student achievement across all types of tasks,
while other factors measured had less or no significant impact [23]. We therefore
choose to cherry-pick some of the survey questions related to intrinsic value and
self-efficacy, seeming the most relevant for our context.
We also include a question that gives insight on gaming activity, by asking the
students how many hours per week they spend on gaming in general. Studies
such as [11] note influence of gaming activity on academic performance. Lastly,
we include two questions based on the nature of the BattleQuiz game. Perhaps
the term ‘student characteristics’ is a slight misnomer here: strictly speaking
they are opinions about the learning materials and not about themselves.
Pretest
The students participating in VCA courses have a diverse background. Some
retake the course because of (a) previously failed attempt(s), while others enroll
for the first time. The subject of construction safety is also touched upon in
other courses that might be included in their curriculum. Lastly, it is mandatory
for people who work in construction to take and pass the exam every five years
to renew their certification. We suspect therefore that a varying amount of
pre-knowledge is present in the users of our system, and therefore allows for
differentiation.
To record this data we use a pretest. The VCA BattleQuiz content consists of
1400 multiple-choice questions (with incorrect and correct answers) derived from
the VCA textbook. These questions are manufactured by a training institution
specialized in VCA. They also provide each question with an indication of its
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difficulty level ranging from one (easy, for example Q4) to three (difficult, for
example Q14). The eighteen questions we have selected are distributed over
these difficulty levels. The questions range over various topics of the course.
Game interactions
Certain interactions of students playing BattleQuiz are currently already stored
in a database for persistent game logic. Some interesting data is therefore al-
ready available for export, such as the questions answered by a player and in
what time, and if the answer was correct. We have added export of other inter-
action data, making them available as input for our algorithm too. These are: a
timestamp for answers, timestamps for logging in and out, answering time, type
of error, difficulty level, information about the questions answered and what
amount of time the player spent on studying the feedback. Also, each question
carries one or more ‘knowledge tags’: the topic(s) of construction safety they
belong to. These tags are provided by experts (instructors and content man-
agers of the course). They provide a rudimentary ‘knowledge domain’. We have
described how [33] use the K-means algorithm to compare a student to other
students in the same stereotype to estimate a student’s position in a knowledge
domain (in their research called ‘knowledge vector’). In this paper, we will not
take into account a knowledge domain.
One might argue that the scope of our interaction data is rather limited and
basic. There are ample examples to be found in the literature on stereotyping
in educational software aiming for a more interesting and extensive description
of pedagogical relevant topics such as the knowledge domain model or student
model. In our case the content (construction safety), does not offer a partic-
ularly rich knowledge domain enabling modeling of this kind. Also, the game
structure of our gaming platform is rather simple. Players can repeatedly battle
in multiple-choice quizzes against each other or against a computer bot. The lat-
ter adjusts its level based on the skill of the player. However, there is no aspect
of (advancing) scenario’s, or adjustment of the content itself based on a player’s
in-game history or characteristics. The gaming platform does not seriously take
into account the evolvement of a student’s knowledge or understanding. The
content itself is rather factual and does not have a (complex) knowledge struc-
ture or network, with interesting prerequisite relations such as programming
(languages) and many domains in the exact sciences, both of which are often
featured in research on student modeling topics such as stereotyping.
We use this rather ‘flat’ learning environment to keep our data manageable. The
data we use pertains to a basic level of learning related data obtainable within an
ILE. A large share of our features can be represented by simple key-value pairs
and consists of data occurring in nearly every (serious) game. If our design goals
are achieved, our algorithm produces meaningful stereotypes based upon these
features and the implementation of more complex layers on top of our ‘basic
(data) layer’ should be relatively straightforward. The theoretical framework
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and underpinning of such a layer would then be the complex and interesting
part. This could be considered a natural candidate for follow-up research in
our opinion. Our design should ensure the basic layer remains intact and keeps
functioning when extending the input features’ scope. For example: timestamps
of active gameplay should continue to be acceptable as input. Accordingly, this
input can still be used by the stereotyping algorithm if so desired.
4.2 DTR Stereotyping
The Decision Tree method was popularised with the research of [12] and the
resulting software product CART. We use a Python library for machine learn-
ing called Scikit-learn [22] which implements an optimized version of CART
[3]. CART stands for ‘Classification and Regression Trees’, which are two ver-
sions of the Decision Tree. Regression Trees use numerical values as output
(for example: predicted grade), while Decision Tree Classification (DTC) uses
categorical variables (for example: predicted disease of a patient). Since our de-
pendent variable is the percentage of correct answers on an assessment, we will
use DTR. Our independent variables can be represented by a tuple of X values.
As per usual in machine learning, we train our model on training data: rows
of data representing students of whom the dependent variable is known. New
students entering the system are the future data set, which means the predicted
grade is predicted by the model. When these students finish their exam, the
grade is entered into our ILE and they become additional training data for our
model.
A regression tree starts out at the root node, which consists of the training data
set. In our case these samples are all students who used VCA BattleQuiz and
took the corresponding exam. The algorithm begins by deciding on the first
split by going through the variables supplied as input data. The objective of a
split is to reduce the mean squared error (mse) of the resulting tree [32]. The
mean squared error of a node t is the average of squared differences between Y,
the target values of the observations in the node and the constant kl,
Err(t) =
1
nt
∑
Dt
(yt − kl)2, (1)
where nt is the cardinality of the set Dt containing the cases in node t, and kl
is the average of the target values of the cases within leaf l:
kl =
1
nl
∑
Dt
yi (2)
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Figure 1: Example of a DTR model tree visualization.
Stereotype Tree
The construction of a regression tree is completed when there are no more splits
to be made. The leaf nodes, carrying an estimation of the dependent variable,
contain one or more samples (one of the tuning mechanisms is to set the min-
imum number of samples of a leaf node to a number higher than one). Such
a decision tree has a structure which can be translated into a conception of
stereotypes. The stereotype groups are actually the leaf nodes of this tree, con-
taining a subset of all students as distributed by the splits. Furthermore, the
description of every stereotype (leaf node) can be constructed through aggre-
gating the decisions along the path from the root node to that specific leaf node.
In our generated tree, every split functions as a characteristic and label for the
relevant stereotype(s). When we look at figure 1 for example, we observe three
leaf nodes, so three stereotypes. Each of the resulting three stereotype groups
from 1 can be labeled by aggregating the nature of the splits on its path from
the root node. When we take the left-most leaf node for example, we have a
stereotype containing 8 students (from the total group of 22 students), for whom
the exam grade prediction is 4.075. They are female students, with a pretest
score below 8.5. As we can observe, the males are not further subdivided by our
algorithm. This means our algorithm found no input feature to be a significant
enough indicator for a different grade prediction for the male students. This is
not an issue for our conception of stereotypes. It just means we have a stereo-
type with the single label ‘male’, with a grade prediction of 7.8333.
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5 Results
We discuss three types of results relevant to our research. First, we discuss gen-
erated output. We present and discuss graphical representations of tree models
generated by our algorithm, applied to the 22 students participating in our re-
search. These tree graphs are useful for interpreting possible outputs of our
algorithm. Secondly, we evaluate the architecture of our design and subsequent
implementation. We regard this as a result since we have formulated adapt-
ability and extendability as design goals. Thirdly, we will present and discuss
how our structured output can be presented to teachers in a dashboard view.
Experts at ‘Oefenweb’, an institution with experience in research on analytics
dashboards for teachers, will evaluate our approach.
An important way of evaluating a machine learning algorithm is to analyze its
prediction performance. Our stereotypes carry predictions about performance
on a timed assessment. An evaluation of prediction performance would only be
valid within the context of VCA-bouwveiligheid in BatteQuiz together with our
current choice of input features and predictor. Our goal is an adaptable automa-
tion generating meaningful stereotypes regardless of context. Notwithstanding,
a performance analysis within our context would be a valuable appraisal of re-
liability.
We obtained 22 valid observations in our period of research. These valid ob-
servations are students who filled in our survey and participated in our pretest,
created an account for the BattleQuiz game and enrolled for the exam. This
amount of data is insufficient to perform a proper evaluation. We therefore use
the complete set of data exclusively as training data to generate tree models
and dashboard output for evaluating the semantic quality of our design and we
will not assess prediction performance.
5.1 Output analysis
Tuning of DT parameters and excluding certain input features results in dif-
ferent models. Since we are interested in analysing potential output of our
algorithm, excluding a dominant feature can be appropriate as it produces dif-
ferent examples of output of our design.
Figure 2 is the tree we obtain when we use all the available input features and do
not concern ourselves with any parameter tuning. Some issues become imme-
diately apparent. We have returned stereotypes containing very few students.
Our leftmost leaf/stereotype even consists of a single student. This neglects a
defining aspect of stereotypes being a cluster of samples. Another more techni-
cal concern is the issue of over-fitting. The final leftmost split on pretest score
predicts a higher grade for lower pretest scores. This is unintuitive and unlikely
and probably based upon an anomaly in the data. We conclude that a certain
minimum of samples in the leafs should be specified. For the time being we
decide on a minimum of three samples. This is still a rather low number, how-
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Figure 2: Tree without tuning
ever our small total number of samples makes it inconvenient to be too strict in
this matter. Another important tunable parameter is the maximum amount of
leaf nodes. Since we specified a minimum number of samples for the leaf nodes
and simultaneously have a small total of samples, we do not seem to need a
maximum number of leaf nodes. In case of a large amount of training samples
and features however, the possibility of a huge tree and subsequently a large
amount of stereotypes, becomes imminent. It could then be important to put a
constraint on the maximum amount of leaf nodes to limit the amount of stereo-
types presented as feedback to the teachers.
Figure 3 is the returned tree model in case we use all our available input features
but set our minimum number of three samples for a leaf node. It is apparent
that the score on the pretest is a very dominant feature in this model. This
is not surprising, since this is a straight-forward feature resembling closely the
dependent variable. The rightmost leaf gives us the following stereotype: four
students have answered more than 74 percent of the pretest questions correctly
and have a mean score of 8.324 on the final exam. When new students enter the
system with a pretest score of more than 74 percent, this will be their predicted
grade. In a way this tree is a somewhat disappointing result, since the structure
and resulting stereotypes are not very interesting. It is important to note how-
ever that a pretest score is not necessarily available as input feature. It might
not even be a relevant feature within a different context or when predicting a
different outcome variable. Moreover, we are currently focusing on our design
goal of automatically constructing semantically meaningful stereotypes. With
15
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Figure 3: Tree with pretest score as a dominant input feature
these considerations in mind, it seems interesting to examine the returned tree
when we do not include pretest score as input feature. Figure 4 depicts such a
result.
The leftmost leaf in figure 4 is a stereotype which can be described as ‘students
that are not regular gamers and have low intrinsic motivation’. New students
entering the system possessing these characteristics have a worrisome predicted
final grade of 4.234 and might be in need of extra attention and/or motivation.
This seems to be a more meaningful stereotype than any of the stereotypes in
figure 3.
5.2 Software design
Figure 5 is an overview of our API architecture. Users interact with a game,
thereby generating interaction data. We have previously described how we con-
duct a pretest and questionnaire to obtain pre-knowledge and student charac-
teristics’ data. In our most recent implementation this is integrated into the
game environment and this version is represented in figure 5. Stakeholders in
a certain ILE can customize these integrations through a Content Management
System (CMS), reflecting the versatility of possible input features supplied to
our algorithm.
Learning Record Store
To ensure our algorithm can handle a wide variety of input data, we use the
‘Tin Can’ approach. This approach provides an structure based on the versatile
concept of ‘learning experiences’. The Tin Can API is an e-learning software
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Figure 4: Tree when excluding pretest score as input feature
specification that allows software clients to formulate experiential data in the
form of statement objects. A statement object is a relatively simple construct
consisting of 〈actor〉 (learner) [required], 〈verb〉 [required], 〈object〉 [required],
with 〈result〉, in 〈context〉 [26]. Other specified, and even custom entities may
be specified [26]. The basis of the Tin Can API is the Sharable Content Object
Reference Model (SCORM), a collection of standards and specifications for e-
learning technology [27]. It defines a communication protocol between learning
content and learning systems. In our case this is the communication between
BattleQuiz and possibly other serious games, and our web-service containing the
stereotype tree algorithm. However, in broader terms it thereby also enables
communication between our ILE and other data environments. The correctness
of communications is guaranteed when learning information consists of correctly
structured statement objects in a ‘Learning Records Store’ (LRS).
It is easy to see how game interactions such as the ones performed in BattleQuiz
fall into the category ‘learning experiences’. As such, it is intuitively probable
that we can formulate these interactions as Tin Can statement objects. We do
not only use game interactions however, but also include student characteristics
and a pretest score. Although this kind of data does not seem to be of ‘expe-
riential’ nature, the Tin Can API does allow for tracking this kind of data and
specifies its formatting. An example of how to format information obtained in
a question with a Likert scale is given in their API documentation [15]. Most of
our survey questions are of this nature. Other scales can be used too, thereby
allowing also for features such as pretest score and other survey questions. We
will describe how we structure the data according to Tin Can specifications in
the next sections. We will use an example of answering a multiple-choice ques-
tion on VCA-bouwveiligheid in BattleQuiz and responding to one of our survey
17
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Figure 5: Stereotree API architecture
questions.
The Tin Can documentation specifies two roles in developing the statements
that will structure the data: ‘learning designer’ and ‘technical developer’. The
learning designer will specify statements on a high level. To aid the learner
designer in formulating correct statements, Tin Can provides the table of figure
6.
When all necessary statements are constructed according to the handles pro-
vided by figure 6, they should be encoded in JSON format by the developer.
Again, Tin Can provides documentation on how this should be done. Since
Tin Can does not limit the possible ways of encoding learning experiences at
the moment, an exhaustive source specifying the encoding for all cases cannot
be found. In our case, we are able to encode every experience according to Tin
Can documentation by combining various resources such as the ‘statements 101’
page [26] and the examples provided in the readme on the Github page [15]. We
fulfill both the role of learning designer and developer. To follow Tin Can’s phi-
losophy as closely as possible, our process of designing the final JSON encoding
will be to first design the statements on the learning design level. Subsequently
we will encode this in JSON. In cases where data is not an ‘experience’, the
table with guidelines for learning designers falls short. We then skip this step
and look immediately for JSON examples in the readme documentation [15].
18
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Figure 6: High level statement design table [26]
Statement design
A standard statement object consists of 〈actor〉 (learner) [required], 〈verb〉 [re-
quired], 〈object〉 [required], 〈result〉 and 〈context〉. The table of figure 6 gives
guidelines for what elements can be used and how.
As a working example, lets consider the most important interaction in Battle-
Quiz: answering a multiple-choice question. Naturally, there is an actor present
in this case. The documentation mentions that a person often has multiple
identities, such as work and personal email. Therefore, it is an important con-
sideration to determine which of these identities we should use. When we look
at one of the development documentation sources, it seems that Tin Can recom-
mends the use of the email address as the unique handle: ‘Only ‘mbox’ uniquely
describes this Sally. There may be many people out there with the name Sally,
but only one of them owns the email address sally@example.com.” [26]. Actu-
ally, with respect to above considerations, we do not agree that email address
can be safely used in this way. Learners should have the possibility to par-
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ticipate in different learning environments. Moreover, as we have mentioned,
BattleQuiz itself is a platform that can be filled with different content. We
should be able to keep track with which type of content someone is interacting
when generating data. So if Sally is participating in two or more types of con-
tent within BattleQuiz, this should be clear. Therefore, we choose to uniquely
identify a learner with email address in combination with ‘context’. We define
‘context’ in our ILE as the type of content the learner is interacting with, for ex-
ample ‘VCA-Bouwveiligheid’. When a game does not deal with different types
of contents, we just use the title of the game itself. Context is specified as an
optional separate element by Tin Can, but since ‘actor’ should uniquely identify
a person by itself, we add it to this entity.
The ‘verb’ element describes the action done by the actor. In this case the verb
‘answered’ is appropriate. The ‘object’ is the thing the actor is acting on. In our
case this is a ‘multiple-choice question’. This specifies all the required elements
of a statement, but two additional elements seem appropriate for our example.
‘Result’ specifies the outcome of the experience, which in our case is whether
the student has answered the multiple-choice question correctly or not. Lastly,
it is useful to keep track of the moment at which students perform interactions,
so we use the ‘Timestamp’ element. A correct statement about the described
interaction would then be:
Sally answered ‘multiple-choice question 423’, with ‘success’, on 0:00:00
01-01-2016.
JSON records
Our LRS consists of a file-system of learning records in JSON format. We con-
tinue to take the working example of answering a multiple-choice question in
BattleQuiz. Listing 1 in the appendix sections shows how we encode the ex-
ample statement of Sally answering a multiple-choice question according to Tin
Can specifications.
Another important data type is the Likert-scaled questions in our student sur-
vey. As an example, listing 2 displays such an encoding.
Tin Can Validation
Tin Can provides many open-source tools to aid in developing an LRS. In fact,
test suites are available to ensure that a custom build LRS adheres to the re-
quirements of the Tin Can protocol. We chose a complete conformance test
suite developed in Javascript [16]. Since we could utilize a reliable test suite, we
decided on a test-driven development (TTD) approach. In fact, in addition to
testing, TDD involves writing automated tests of a program’s individual units
[14]. As the tests were already written, we only used the subsequent part of
TTD of passing the tests in our approach.
After successfully running all tests, we built a software component for Battle-
Quiz sending all activities and actors in the game as Tin Can documents to
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our LRS. Interactions generating data, mentioned in section 4.1, could then be
sent as statement documents. We validated every distinct type of BattleQuiz
statement, actor and activity document generated by BattleQuiz with a Tin
Can validation suite [6].
Completing both the tests for the JSON documents sent by BattleQuiz and
the LRS tests for our actor, activity and statement API’s, we were assured our
software architecture followed the specifications and philosophy of the Tin Can
protocol. Moreover, we realized an instrumental design goal. The structure of
the documents in our LRS describing learning experiences now provided a single
uniform structure for the input to our DTR stereotype algorithm.
5.3 Dashboard
Figure 7: Analytics Dashboard view
Oefenweb [21] is an institution that develops adaptive educational software. Ex-
perts in the field of educational psychology from the University of Amsterdam
are part of developing and evaluating analytics dashboards for their educational
games. These dashboards are for teachers and instructors of the players of these
games. These experts have conducted research on the usability of these dash-
boards from the perspective of educators. We asked these experts to evaluate
our dashboard view of stereotypes of figure 7. We also showed them the dash-
board view of figure 8. This dashboard view has the same setup, but the data of
the students is collected at a later point in time. The stereotypes have changed,
probably as a result of the fact that the data of our 22 students now includes
more games played inside the BattleQuiz application. The number of questions
answered on VCA-bouwveiligheid is now a factor in creating the stereotypes.
We explained to our respondents that the stereotypes are updated over time as
new data becomes available. Although we show these dashboards next to each
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other in the survey, our respondents are asked to regard the second one as an
update after a reasonable amount of time.
Figure 8: Analytics Dashboard view
We presented the questionnaire found in appendix C. This questionnaire starts
of with a selection of three questions about usefulness and intuitiveness from the
USE questionnaire [20]. Similar research about dashboards in the field of learn-
ing analytics has used this questionnaire [28]. The following six questions are
about the perceived added value of the dashboard as a tool for educators. The
last two questions separate the information obtained from our nightly algorithm
run and the actual graphical presentation in our dashboard. This information
is retrievable trough our algorithm results API and can be retrieved by any
subscribed client. Clients can then make their own decisions on how this in-
formation is displayed. With these last two questions our goal is to separate
a possible discrepancy between the evaluation of usefulness and semantic value
of our ad hoc server-side dashboard and a similar evaluation of the available
information itself. Answers to all questions in the survey are in the form of a
5-point Likert scale. We also provide the option of giving additional comments
for each question. An option for giving any remaining comments is provided at
the end of the survey.
Discussion
On the topic of usability the respondents agreed it is easy to navigate the dash-
board. They quickly discovered that the spheres were the stereotypes and hov-
ering over them gave detailed information about them. They did find the lack
of explanation about the graphics problematic. Although it was clear how the
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stereotypes are graphically represented, they found it hard to discover what
the concept of stereotype entails. One respondent was thrown off by the fact
that the ‘stems’ of the trees supporting the spheres did not signify anything
themselves.
The respondents felt that the dashboard does not show progress of students.
Even though they understood that the dashboard updates the stereotypes, they
commented that this merely shows static ‘pictures’ over time and does not
clearly represent knowledge gain. The respondents felt that the dashboard would
motivate educators to intervene in the learning process. Particularly in the case
of students in a stereotype with a prediction of an insufficient grade, but also for
students in a stereotype with a predicted sufficient grade. The respondents then
continued to remark that, even though teachers would be highly motivated by
these predictions, it is unclear from the information about the stereotypes how
they should intervene. For example, if intrinsic motivation is a characteristic
of stereotypes with a prediction of a low grade, this does not give the educator
any tools to change something about students with this characteristic. When
regular recreational gaming is a characteristic of a stereotype with a prediction
of a high grade, it is far from clear that educators should then instruct students
in other stereotypes to start gaming in their leisure time. In this respect, a
respondent with a background in methodology noted that such characteristics
of a stereotype might show correlation, but not causation. A characteristic
related to regular recreational gaming might be responsible for a higher grade
prediction. This related characteristic is not represented and therefore not a
factor on which an educator might intervene. These criticisms confirm our
intuition that our model of stereotyping would greatly benefit from cooperating
with educators and experts in the field of educational psychology to decide on
features on which we should concentrate as input to our algorithm and how we
should present the output.
Even though the respondents criticized the lack of tools for intervention, they
regarded the dashboard as a useful tool, both as a stand-alone dashboard appli-
cation and as a supplementary source of information to other dashboards they
had previously evaluated. They valued the concept of dividing students into
stereotypes with grade predictions that are continually updated and allow for
students to ‘jump’ to other stereotypes.
The final stage of the survey was a discussion on the relation between the in-
formation on the stereotypes that is sent to a dashboard, and the way this
information is displayed in our version of a dashboard. It came to light that
without explanation is was indeed difficult to completely grasp all aspects of the
stereotypes’ characteristics correctly. In figure 8 the box that is displayed when
hovering over the stereotype sphere shows the characteristic of ‘less than 42
questions answered in-game’. When the respondents hovered over the left-most
stereotype it showed ‘less than 12 questions answered in-game’. A respondent
remarked that the characteristic of group 3 should therefore be interpreted as
‘more than 12 but less than 42 questions answered in-game’. This is not the
case, because both these splits are made on subgroups independent of each other
and not on the whole population. When presented with a drawing resembling
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the tree models from the output analysis section this became immediately clear.
They agreed that such tree models were not suitable as feedback to educators.
We conclude that the current dashboard information on stereotypes’ character-
istics can lead to faulty semantic interpretation. Even though the tree models
themselves are not viable as visual feedback in a dashboard, their structure
provides suggestions on how to improve the presentation of stereotype charac-
teristics.
6 Future Work
We have described how the BattleQuiz platform with VCA content has been
a useful learning environment for researching and designing an algorithm and
software architecture answering our research question. We also noted that this
learning environment is not suited for complex input features and subsequently
for sophisticated stereotypes. Using this learning environment as opposed to a
more complex one limits to the scope of our research. The expert evaluation of
our dashboard confirmed this limitation.
A logical direction for future research would be to apply our research and re-
sulting software to a richer learning environment. This learning environment
should have more complex and extensive game-play and an interesting knowl-
edge domain. With such a learning environment, cognitive models can aid in
selecting interesting input features for the DTR stereotype algorithm. Examples
of a combination of a student model such as stereotyping and cognitive mod-
eling can be found in literature on student modeling. An example is a study
using information on the cognitive style of a student as a constituent for stereo-
types [13]. In another paper psychological research on stereotyping is used to
avoid pitfalls in the construction of stereotypes by computer systems [25]. These
considerations, along with the feedback on the dashboard by educational psy-
chology experts, lead us to conclude that an interdisciplinary approach would
enhance the performance of our stereotype automation design.
We have remarked that the number of students participating in our research did
not allow for a comprehensive analysis on prediction performance. Therefore
we have evaluated our stereotype output only qualitatively. Future research
focusing on topics described above and thereby producing richer stereotypes,
will probably require a large enough population for quantitatively analysing the
stereotype predictions.
7 Conclusion
We have designed a method of automatically constructing stereotypes hold-
ing semantically meaningful and interpretative information for educators. The
machine-learning method of Decision Tree Regression provides us with output
models suitable for extracting information forming such stereotypes. Our soft-
ware architecture makes use of a Learning Record Store based on Tin Can API
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specifications. This enables structuring the information flow to and from our
stereotype algorithm. The algorithm is therefore able to work with a wide va-
riety of data encoded as ‘learning experiences’. This structure is also reflected
in the characterization of the outputted stereotypes.
With the inclusion of the LRS in our software, we are confident that more com-
plex learning experiences can be handled within our software design. Supported
by the responses on our dashboard, we conclude that working interdisciplinary
with teachers, instructors, game developers and researchers from fields such as
educational psychology would improve the quality of our stereotypes and their
representations. Our research covers the data analytics and data flow enabling
such collaborations for the automated stereotype approach.
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1 {
2 "timestamp": "2016-05-29T19:38:00+02:00",
3 "actor": {
4 "mbox": "mailto:sally@example.com",
5 "context": "VCA-bouwveiligheid",
6 "name": "Sally Learner",
7 "objectType": "Agent"
8 },
9 "verb": {
10 "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/answered",
11 "display": {
12 "en-US": "answered"
13 }
14 },
15 "object": {
16 "id": "http://bq.qlvr.co/vca-game/mcquestion/57481a3f5b930d4d37495d0a",
17 "definition": {
18 "name": {
19 "en-US": "Is the ARBO-law applicable to interns"
20 },
21 "description": {
22 "en-US": "Is the ARBO-law applicable to interns"
23 },
24 "type": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/activities/cmi.interaction",
25 "interactionType": "choice",
26 "choices": [
27 {
28 "id": "ja",
29 "description": {
30 "en-US": "yes"
31 }
32 },
33 {
34 "id": "nee",
35 "description": {
36 "en-US": "no"
37 }
38 },
39 ],
40 "correctResponsesPattern": [
41 "yes"
42 ]
43 },
44 "objectType": "Activity"
45 },
46 "result": {
47 "success": true
48 }
49 }
Listing 1: Tin Can JSON multiple-choice question
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1 {
2 "definition": {
3 "description": {
4 "nl-NL": "Mij lijkt VCA-Bouwveiligheid een interessant onderwerp."
5 "en-US": "I think VCA is an interesting subject"
6 },
7 "type": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/activities/cmi.interaction",
8 "interactionType": "likert",
9 "correctResponsesPattern": [
10 ],
11 "scale": [
12 {
13 "id": "likert_0",
14 "description": {
15 "en-US": "Fully agree"
16 }
17 },
18 {
19 "id": "likert_1",
20 "description": {
21 "en-US": "Agree"
22 }
23 },
24 {
25 "id": "likert_2",
26 "description": {
27 "en-US": "Neutral"
28 }
29 },
30 {
31 "id": "likert_3",
32 "description": {
33 "en-US": "Disagree"
34 }
35 },
36 {
37 "id": "likert_4",
38 "description": {
39 "en-US": "Disagree completely"
40 }
41 }
42 ]
43 }
44 }
Listing 2: Tin Can JSON Survey Question
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